HIPPOTHERAPY Magazine
Feature Article Submission Template

Title: [Insert a title for your article]
Author: [Insert your name as you would like it to appear, including any credentials]

Article Body:
[Include the full text of your article. Word count for feature articles is typically 750-1500 words.]

References:
[Please cite references in the body of the article using APA style, and include a full reference list at the end of the article.]

Author Bio: [Insert a short 3-4 sentence bio]

Article Photos: [Along with your submission, please include 1 high resolution author photo to accompany bio and 2 or more high resolution photos to accompany the article. Please see the magazine submission guidelines for more information.]

SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
☑ Complete this article submission template
☑ Include 1 high resolution author photo
☑ Include a brief 3-4 sentence author bio
☑ Include 2 or more high resolution photos to accompany the article
☑ Please include sufficient releases for photos and/or personal information about any clients discussed/depicted. This is the author's responsibility.
☑ Email the above items to: magazine@theahainc.org